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Face oﬀsetting: A uniﬁed approach for explicit moving interfaces
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Abstract
Dynamic moving interfaces are central to many scientiﬁc, engineering, and graphics applications. In this paper, we
introduce a novel method for moving surface meshes, called the face oﬀsetting method, based on a generalized Huygens’
principle. Our method operates directly on a Lagrangian surface mesh, without requiring an Eulerian volume mesh. Unlike
traditional Lagrangian methods, which move each vertex directly along an approximate normal or user-speciﬁed direction,
our method propagates faces and then reconstructs vertices through an eigenvalue analysis locally at each vertex to resolve
normal and tangential motion of the interface simultaneously. The method also includes techniques for ensuring the integrity of the surface as it evolves. Face oﬀsetting provides a uniﬁed framework for various dynamic interface problems and
delivers accurate physical solutions even in the presence of singularities and large curvatures. We present the theoretical
foundation of our method, and also demonstrate its accuracy, eﬃciency, and ﬂexibility for a number of benchmark problems and a real-world application.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Dynamic moving surfaces arise in many scientiﬁc and engineering applications, such as crystal growth, dendritic solidiﬁcation, microchip fabrication, multiphase ﬂows, combustion, and biomedical applications. Computer simulations of these applications require numerical techniques to determine the position of a surface (or
interface) as it evolves under a speed or velocity ﬁeld governed by some physical laws. This problem is commonly referred to as interface propagation. Because singularities and topological changes may develop during
the evolution of the surface, this problem poses daunting challenges in developing accurate, eﬃcient, and
robust techniques, and has attracted signiﬁcant interests in the past two decades [1–11].
In general, there are two broad categories of techniques for moving interfaces: Lagrangian methods, which
track the interface using an explicit surface representation, and Eulerian methods, which capture the interface
using an implicit representation. In recent years, Eulerian methods (such as level set methods [1–3], volume-
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of-ﬂuid methods [12–15], and phase-ﬁeld methods [16]) have made signiﬁcant advancements and become the
dominant methods for moving interfaces for their simplicity and robustness, although their accuracy may be
low in the presence of singularities and topological changes. Lagrangian methods, such as marker particle [17]
and front tracking methods [4–6], can potentially provide higher accuracy at lower cost and frequently suit
better than implicit representations for applications such as multi-component simulations. Unfortunately,
existing Lagrangian methods often suﬀer from instabilities in the form of growing oscillations or self-intersections [3] and sometimes must resort to ad hoc techniques to trim oﬀ self-intersections [18,19]. Due to this mixed
success of pure Lagrangian or Eulerian methods, in an attempt to seek a better compromise between the accuracy of Lagrangian methods and robustness of Eulerian methods, a number of hybrid methods have appeared
in recent years [7–10]. These methods unfortunately are more complex to implement than traditional methods
and still suﬀer from smearing of singularities (although milder than pure Eulerian methods).
In this paper, we introduce a novel method for moving interfaces, called the face-oﬀsetting method (FOM).
As a Lagrangian method, FOM propagates an explicit surface mesh without requiring a volume mesh. Unlike
traditional Lagrangian methods, which moves each vertex passively using some standard numerical integration techniques, FOM propagates the faces of the mesh and then reconstructs the vertices from the propagated
faces by performing an eigenvalue analysis locally at each vertex to resolve the normal motion (for obtaining
surface geometry) and tangential motion (for maintaining mesh quality) simultaneously. This new approach is
motivated by a new formulation of interface propagation, referred to as the generalized Huygens’ principle,
which extends the well-known entropy-satisfying Huygens’ principle behind the level set methods [3]. This
new principle explores some underlying connections between traditional Lagrangian and level set formulations
of moving interfaces, uniﬁes the view for advective motion (such as rigid-body motion and transport of ﬂuids)
and wavefrontal motion (such as burning, erosion, and deposition), and in turn provides us a new foundation
for Lagrangian methods to obtain accurate physical solutions for both types of motions even at singularities,
and to ensure the integrity of the surface as it evolves.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits some fundamental concepts behind
interface propagation and introduces the generalized Huygens’ principle. Section 3 introduces the face oﬀsetting method for advective motion, and Section 4 generalizes it to wavefrontal motion. Section 5 reports some
experimental results using benchmark problems and a real-world application.

2. Uniﬁed view of moving interfaces
2.1. Moving interfaces
Dynamic surfaces appear in diﬀerent forms in a wide range of applications. In this paper, we will focus on
moving interfaces, where an interface refers to an orientable surface C0 (or C), separating its inside C+ from its
outside C. The problem that we address in this paper, referred to as interface propagation, is to determining
the position of a moving interface at a speciﬁc time, given its position and either a velocity ﬁeld
_ tÞ : C  R ! R3 or a normal speed f ðx; tÞ : C  R ! R. In the traditional Lagrangian formulation, the difuðx;
ferential equation for propagating an interface under a given velocity is
dx
_ tÞ;
¼ uðx;
dt

ð1Þ

and under a given normal speed is
ox
¼ f nðx; tÞ;
ot

ð2Þ

where n is the unit surface normal ox/ou · ox/ov/iox/ou · ox/ovi given a 2-D unit-length orthogonal parameterization xðu; vÞ : R2 ! R3 . In principle, a given velocity ﬁeld can be converted into a normal speed and vice
versa, as a tangential motion does not change the shape of the interface. However, propagation under a normal speed is in general more diﬃcult than under a velocity ﬁeld because the normal direction must be inferred
from the geometry of the moving interface.
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If the velocity ﬁeld or normal speed is continuous and the moving interface remains smooth during its evolution, then interface propagation involves only a simple numerical solution to the diﬀerential equations.
Unfortunately, when singularities occur as the interface evolves, a moving interface may exhibit diﬀerent
behaviors near singularities depending on the application. As illustrated in Fig. 1, when a 2-D interface
expands at a sharp corner under normal motion, an ambiguity arises in how the singularity would look like
afterward: some motions (such as ridge-body motion, bending, transport of ﬂuids, etc.) tend to preserve the
corner, whereas others (such as burning, etching, and deposition) tend to round the corner. We refer to these
diﬀerent types of motions as advection-like (or simply advective) and wavefront-like (or simply wavefrontal),
respectively. The motivations behind these terms will become clear shortly.
To develop a numerical framework for propagating an interface under either advective or wavefrontal
motion, we must ﬁrst have a uniﬁed view of moving interfaces, which we refer to as the generalized Huygens’
principle, based on an extension of the well-known entropy-satisfying Huygens’ principle [3].
2.2. Entropy-satisfying Huygens’ principle
Huygens’ principle is a mathematical concept in wave optics [20] and is closely related to many movinginterface problems. This principle states that every point on a wavefront is a source of secondary waves that
expand in all directions, and the new wavefront at a subsequent time is the envelope (the tangent surface) of the
secondary waves. If the media are homogeneous and isotropic, then the envelope of a secondary wave from a
point source is a sphere, and the new wavefront is the envelope of the spheres that are centered at the points on
the current wavefront, where the radii are proportional to the wave speed. Huygens’ principle can be used to
interpret some physical phenomena intuitively. For instance, in combustion the particles on the burning front
radiate signals (such as heat) in all directions, and the unburnt particles that receive signals the latest form the
new front.
Under uniform speed, the connection between Huygens’ principle and moving interfaces is well known for
wavefront-like motion (see e.g. [3]). Note that even under nonuniform speed the Lagrangian and level set formulations for moving interfaces are also diﬀerential forms of the envelope of spheres, except that each point
moves normal to the envelope instead of normal to the interface, where the diﬀerence in the normals is second
order in time. However, since Huygens’ principle was formulated originally for wave propagation rather than
interface propagation, its diﬀerential forms and direct numerical approximations (such as traditional Lagrangian methods) can lead to self-intersections.
The diﬀerence between wave propagation and interface propagation lies in the so-called entropy condition
[3]. In the context of Huygens’ principle, this condition means that if a particle on the interface is under the
inﬂuence of another source point, then this particle will not be a source of the new interface. This modiﬁed
notion of Huygens’ principle is commonly referred to as the entropy-satisfying Huygens’ principle in the level
set methods and is a key concept behind some of their numerical discretizations [3].
Geometrically, the diﬀerence between the constructions with and without the entropy condition is essentially the diﬀerence between the envelope of balls (Eb) and the envelope of spheres (Es), where Eb is the (outer)
boundary of the union of the (solid) balls, and Es is the tangent surface of the (hollow) spheres, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. By deﬁnition, Eb is free of self-intersections but Es is not. For smooth surfaces Eb ˝ Es, and their difadvective

wavefrontal

new
interface

current
interface
Fig. 1. Diﬀerent local behaviors of advective and wavefrontal propagation.
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional illustration of diﬀerence between envelopes of spheres and balls.

ference is composed of the ‘‘void’’ points that are on Es but fall in the interior of a ball centered on the interface. Therefore, this envelope-of-balls notion also reduces to the traditional Lagrangian and level-set formulations if there are no void points, but it is a more complete description than the diﬀerential equations. This
principle is still valid even if the interface is not diﬀerentiable, so the solution is well-deﬁned even at
singularities.
2.3. Generalized Huygens’ principle
The entropy-satisfying Huygens’ principle is an accurate description for wavefront-like motion, such as
burning, etching, and deposition, but is only a rough approximation for advection, such as rigid-body motion,
bending, and transport of ﬂuids. If the surface is not smooth, then the solution based on this principle may
lead to inaccurate and even incorrect solutions for advective motion.
To develop a general solution for advective and wavefrontal propagation, we introduce a set of generic terminology: given an interface C, the ﬁeld of inﬂuence (FOI) of a point p on C is the set of points in its path
within a given time frame, where the shape of the ﬁeld may be problem dependent. The shell of inﬂuence
(SOI) of p is the boundary of its FOI, and the SOI of C is composed of the boundary of the ﬁeld inﬂuenced
by all the points on C. The problem of interface propagation, therefore, is to construct the SOI of C given the
FOI of all the points. We refer to this formulation as the generalized Huygens’ or the shell-of-inﬂuence principle
for moving interfaces. In this paper, we consider the cases where the FOI of a point is either a ball (the region
reachable by the signals from a point in wavefrontal propagation) or a curve (the trajectory of a point in
advective propagation).
The above description is fairly general but may have diﬃculties if the speed or velocity of the interface vary
in sign with respect to the outward normal of the interface (e.g., if the interface moves inwards in some areas
but outwards in other areas). In such a situation, the FOI of each point inherits the sign of its speed, and the
SOI of the interface is the sum of the positive and negative SOIs. A point on both positive and negative SOIs
cancels out and will not be on the SOI of the interface. This signed variation of the principle will be useful in
later discussions.
2.4. Moving surface meshes
In many numerical simulations, an interface is discretized by a surface mesh, and interface propagation
must reposition this mesh as the surface evolves. A surface mesh is a collection of topological entities of 0,
1, or 2 dimensions along with their incidence and adjacency relationships. We refer to the zero-dimensional
entities as vertices, the one-dimensional entities edges, and the two-dimensional entities faces. We assume
the mesh is conformal, meaning that two adjacent faces intersect at an edge or vertex, and two adjacent edges
intersect at a vertex. For ease of presentation, we will focus on closed triangular surface meshes (or more precisely, 2-D simplicial manifolds without boundary), but the method that we will present easily generalizes, and
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has been applied, to surfaces with boundary discretized using quadrilateral or mixed meshes. We will also limit
our attention to the cases where the topology of the surface and the connectivity of the mesh do not change
during the evolution.
3. Face oﬀsetting for advection-like motion
The generalized Huygens’ principle suggests a natural approach to propagate a surface mesh: determine the
FOI of the interface by propagating each face and then approximate the SOI by reconstructing the vertices
from the propagated faces. We refer to this idea as the face oﬀsetting method (or FOM). We will ﬁrst present
the method for advection and then generalize it to wavefrontal motion in the next section.
3.1. Propagate faces
The ﬁrst step of face oﬀsetting is to propagate each face to determine its FOI. Depending on where the
given speed or velocity is available, we can compute the new position of any point on the face using a standard
time-integration scheme, such as one of the following:
 if the velocity is available on and near the interface, then use the fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme (see e.g.
[21]);
 if the velocity is available only on the interface, then use the ﬁrst-order Euler scheme;
 if the normal speed is available on each face, then use the ﬁrst-order Euler scheme to integrate along the
face normal.
We refer to the new position of all the points of a face as its face oﬀset, which is parallel to the face when the
speed or velocity is uniform but may not be parallel when nonuniform. Given a small time step, the FOI of a
face is bounded between the face and its oﬀset. For a piecewise-linear approximation of the interface, the oﬀset
of a face is ﬂat, and we need to obtain the plane containing the oﬀset. For uniform speed or velocity, it suﬃces
to integrate the motion only at the centroid of the face. For nonuniform speed or velocity, we integrate the
motion at the vertices or quadrature points within each face to determine the plane.
3.2. Reconstruct vertices
After obtaining the face oﬀsets, we then determine the new position of each vertex from these oﬀsets. This
step is critical and nontrivial especially for propagation under normal speed, because a direct numerical integration of the motion along an approximate normal direction at vertices can easily lead to wrong results at
singularities or severely distort the mesh [3]. We present a technique to obtain the new surface and maintain
the mesh quality simultaneously by computing both normal and tangential displacements.
3.2.1. Formulation
To reconstruct a vertex v in an advective motion, observe that its FOI (the trajectory of v under advection)
is contained in the FOIs of its incident faces, so its new position must be contained in the SOI of its incident
faces given that there is no topological change. This motivates us to move v to the intersection of the planes
that contain the oﬀsets of the faces incident on v. For clarity, we perform a coordinate transformation locally
so that v becomes the origin. Each plane passing through a point p with unit normal n can be expressed by a
linear equation, nTx = d, where d = nTp. Suppose v has m incident faces. The intersection of the face oﬀsets is
then the solution of an m · 3 linear system
Nx ¼ a;

ð3Þ

of which each row corresponds to an incident face of v.
Eq. (3) may be under- or overdetermined depending on m. To address this diﬃculty, we generalize the
notion of the intersection of a set of planes in a least squares sense and deﬁne it to be the point in R3 that
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minimizes a weighted sum of squared distances to the planes. This least-squares intersection of face oﬀsets is
then the solution to a 3 · 3 linear system
Ax ¼ b;

ð4Þ

T

T

where A = N WN, b = N Wa, and W is an m · m diagonal matrix with Wii equal to the weight (the face area,
in speciﬁc) of the ith incident face on v. We refer to the solution to (4) as the oﬀset intersection. This formulation shares some similarity with the quadric error metric in [22]. The matrix A may be nearly rank deﬁcient
(i.e., its columns may be nearly linearly dependent), and an eigenvalue analysis will turn out to be useful.
3.2.2. Eigenvalue analysis
The matrix A in (4) is symmetric and positive semi-deﬁnite, so it has an eigenvalue decomposition
A = VKVT, where its eigenvalues ki = Kii are all real and nonnegative, and their corresponding eigenvectors
ei are the column vectors of V. Assume k1 P k2 P k3. We refer to the vector space spanned by the eigenvectors
corresponding to relatively large eigenvalues of A as its primary space and the complementary space as its null
space. From the deﬁnition A = NTWN, we have the singular value decomposition
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
W N ¼ U KV T ;
ð5Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where U is an m · 3 matrix,
W denotes the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is the square root
pﬃﬃﬃand
ﬃ
of Wii (and similarly for K).
The above eigenvalues and eigenvectors have geometric meanings, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In the ﬁgure, the
upper triangles depict the face oﬀsets of the lower triangles. The ellipsoids are centered at the oﬀset intersections, and their axes are aligned along the eigenvectors, with semi-axes proportional to their corresponding
eigenvalues. From the ﬁgure, we can observe the following properties:
 If the oﬀsets are (nearly) parallel to a plane c (cf. Fig. 3(a)), then A has one large eigenvalue, and its primary
space is orthogonal to c, whereas the null space is parallel to c.
 If the oﬀset surface is (nearly) parallel to two distinct planes with a dihedral angle 0 and p (cf.
Fig. 3(b)), then A has two large eigenvalues, whose corresponding eigenvectors bisect the two planes (except
at nearly right dihedral angles), and its null space is parallel to the ridge.
 If the oﬀset surface forms a sharp corner (cf. Fig. 3(c)), the null space is empty.
Therefore, we restrict the displacement d within the primary space, i.e.,
d¼

k
X

eTi bei =ki ;

ð6Þ

i¼1

where k is the dimension of the primary space. The vector d is a regularized oﬀset intersection, and we refer to
its unit vector as the oﬀset direction. Suppose we have a reliable way to classify ridges and corners, such as the
method in [23]. Generally speaking, we choose k to be one, two, and three at a smooth, ridge, and corner vertex, respectively, but ﬁlter out the eigenvectors whose corresponding eigenvalues are smaller than ek1 (e.g.,
e  0.003) to avoid instability due to division by too small numbers.

Fig. 3. Correlation of relative sizes of eigenvalues and local ﬂatness of surface.
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3.3. Redistribute vertices
Vertex redistribution is an eﬃcient and often eﬀective approach to maintain or improve mesh quality.
Redistributing vertices on a surface mesh is subtle because small perturbations to the geometry may accumulate and lead to very large errors over many iterations. For example, the popular Laplacian smoothing, which
moves every vertex toward a weighted average of its neighboring vertices [24], may severely shrink the domain
and smear the sharp features of a surface. The geometric errors associated with vertex redistribution may be
alleviated by projecting the vertices onto a high-order approximation of the surface after moving them [25].
Such an approach may be cumbersome for moving interfaces, so a common practice in interface propagation
has been to avoid vertex redistribution but only adapt the mesh by adding or removing vertices or changing
the connectivity [6,9], although vertex redistribution can be potentially much more eﬃcient.
In FOM, during vertex reconstruction we compute a tangential motion at each vertex, which we denote by t
and require to be orthogonal to d. Each vertex is then moved by d + t. Leveraging the eigenvalue analysis in
the preceding subsection, we compute t as a weighted average (e.g., weighted by angle, edge length, or unity) of
the neighborhood of v projected onto the null space, i.e.,
!,
!
m
m
X
X
T
t ¼ TT
wi ci
wi ;
ð7Þ
i¼1

i¼1

where T is a 3 · (3  k) matrix whose column vectors are the bases of the null space of A, ci is the vector from v
to the oﬀset centroid of the ith face incident on v, and wi is its associated weight. We refer to this procedure as
null-space smoothing.
This simple smoothing scheme tends to preserve sharp features or large-curvature areas, as it moves ridge
vertices along their tangent lines and does not alter corners. In addition, it introduces a very small volume
error. To obtain an estimate of the volume error, consider movingP
one vertex by t for a static surfaces (i.e.,
d = 0). The volume change due to moving the vertex by t is dV ¼P mi¼1 ai nTi t=3, where ai and ni are the area
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and unit normal of the ith incident face of v, respectively. Let sT ¼ mi¼1 ai U Ti , where U Ti is the ith row vector
of U in (5). Then
3dV ¼kWNtk1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼k W U KV T tk1
3 X
m
X
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ T
¼
aj U ji ki ðt ei Þ
i¼1

¼

ð8Þ
ð9Þ
ð10Þ

j¼1

3
X
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
si ki ðtT ei Þ:

ð11Þ

i¼1

If the mesh is coarse, then si (and similarly tTei) are likely to have comparable sizes for diﬀerent i, and nullspace smoothing tends to introduce a relatively small error by ﬁltering out the components corresponding to
large ki. Furthermore, let h be a measure of average edge length. Following the analysis in [22], the smaller
eigenvalues corresponding to the null space of A are proportional to h4 with a coeﬃcient grows monotonically
with curvatures, whereas the larger eigenvalues are proportional to h2. Since null-space smoothing ﬁlters out
large components at ridges and corners, dV is O(h4) even near singularities, compared to O(h3) for Laplacian
smoothing near singularities. When running mesh smoothing for many iterations, null-space smoothing would
be even more advantageous as it stops changing the shape after the mesh reaches a steady state tangentially,
but Laplacian smoothing may continue to shrink the volume until all points are coplanar.

3.4. Limit time steps
FOM simultaneously moves vertices within the primary space to update the geometry and within the null
space to control mesh quality. If the motion in either space is too large, then the mesh may become invalid due
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to mesh folding or self-intersection. We now present a technique to prevent self-intersections, assuming that
the surface does not change topology during its evolution.
After solving the displacements for all vertices, we can construct another motion where every vertex v
moves along a straight line from pv with the direction of uv = d(v) + t(v) within a time step Dt, such that v
is at pv + buv at time bDt, and every face remains ﬂat during the time interval. Under this motion, if no point
on the interface falls under the inﬂuence of another point of the same sign, then the interface is free of selfintersections. A violation of this condition is accompanied by a local reversal of the orientation at a face
or along an edge. Therefore, it suﬃces to determine the maximum b that prevents such reversals.
Let qðbÞ
v (or simply qv) denote the position of vertex v at time bDt, and let qi,j denote qi  qj (and similarly for
pi,j and ui,j). The normal to a triangle p1p2p3 at time bDt is then
q2;1  q3;1 ¼ b2 c2 þ bc1 þ c0 ;

ð12Þ

where c2 = u2,1 · u3,1, c1 = p2,1 · u3,1  p3,1 · u2,1, and c0 = p2,1 · p3,1. The face normal is c0 when b = 0, and it
is reversed at time bDt, where b is the positive solution of the quadratic equation
cT0 ðb2 c2 þ bc1 þ c0 Þ ¼ 0;

ð13Þ
cT0 c1

which can be solved using the quadratic formula or its alternative form depending on the sign of
to avoid
cancellation errors (see e.g. [21]).
The time-step constraint along an edge is trickier as it involves the normals to two faces and their oﬀsets.
We can simplify the computation by requiring the normals of the oﬀsets point toward the positive side of the
bisector of the face normals. This is solved by simply replacing the ﬁrst c0 in (13) with this bisector to obtain b
within each of its incident faces and then taking the smaller b of the incident faces of the edge.
After obtaining b for all the faces and edges, then the maximum allowed time step is aDt, where a is the
smaller value between 1 and the smallest b (or a fraction of the smallest b to tolerate roundoﬀ errors). If
a < 1, then we scale both d and t by a at the vertices to obtain a self-intersection-free surface. The scaled displacement is identical to propagating the interface for a time step aDt under the given speed with reduced mesh
smoothing if the face oﬀsets were integrated using the ﬁrst-order Euler scheme, but a slightly perturbed solution when using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme.

4. Generalization to wavefrontal propagation
Compared to advective motion, wavefrontal motion is more diﬃcult because the FOI of each point under
this motion is a ball, and the SOI of each face is a nonlinear patch. A normal speed is typically used in wavefrontal motion, further complicating the problem. In this section, we extend FOM to address this motion by
replacing each face oﬀset in (3) with the tangent plane of the SOI of the face.
Suppose we already know the oﬀset direction d at each vertex v under a local coordinate frame with v as the
origin. For each face r incident on v, let e
r denote its oﬀset under advective motion, n the normal to e
r , and s
the direction from d orthogonal to the opposite edge of v in e
r . Let c be the tangent plane of the SOI of r at its
intersection with the line from v along the direction d. If dTs P 0, then c must contain e
r ; if dTs < 0, then c has
the same distance to v as e
r but its normal is d instead of n. We say r is contracting locally at v in the former
(i.e., dTs P 0) and is expanding in the latter. Fig. 4 illustrates the two cases in 2-D.
A key question is how to compute the oﬀset direction d. If the interface is locally contracting at v along all
directions, then the solution is identical to that of advection. However, if the interface is expanding along some
directions, an iterative procedure may be necessary, as d depends on the tangent planes, which depend on d
itself. We use the advective solution to obtain an initial guess for d, and then run additional steps to correct
d if necessary by solving (6) with new tangent planes.
The solution of (6) provides both the direction and the length. In practice, the initial guess of d is typically a
good estimate in terms of the direction but may overshoot in length at expansion. Except for some pathological cases (such as at singular saddle points), it suﬃces to use this direction and correct only the length. The
problem then reduces to a simple equation with only one unknown. In particular, the optimal length l in the
least squares sense along direction d is the solution to
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional illustration of contraction and expansion.

1: propagate faces by integrating in time at vertices or quadrature points;
2: determine displacements d at vertices in primary space for advection;
3: correct d for wavefrontal motion;
4: compute tangential motion t within null space for vertex redistribution;
5: obtain maximum time step αΔt;
6: return αΔt and α(d+t);
Fig. 5. Time stepping of face-oﬀsetting method for advective and wavefrontal motion.

ðd T AdÞl ¼ d T bkdk2 ;

ð14Þ

where A and b are deﬁned in (4) with the tangent planes of the SOIs of the faces. If d = 0, then l = 0. Otherwise, substituting in the deﬁnitions of A and b and deﬁning the ‘‘facial contribution’’ li to be the signed distance from v to the SOI of the ith face along d, we can then write l as a weighted sum of
!,
!
m
m
X
X
l¼
li li
li ;
ð15Þ
i¼1

i¼1

where

li ¼

if expanding;

ai
2

ai cos ðhi Þ if contracting;


li ¼

ci

if expanding;

ci =j cosðhi Þj

if contracting;

ð16Þ

where ai is the area of the ith face, ci is the distance from v to the ith face oﬀset incident on v, and hi is the angle
between d and ni. This equation gives higher priority to expansion, which tends to smooth out corners and in
turn have a stabilizing eﬀect on the interface at saddle points.
Fig. 5 summarizes the complete face-oﬀsetting method for advective and wavefrontal motion. It takes an
interface mesh, the speed or velocity, a time step Dt, and other control parameters (including the threshold
e for the null-space, and the advective/wavefrontal switch) as input, and returns a potentially reduced time
step aDt and the scaled displacements. The driver routine that calls this procedure may then advance the time
by aDt and then repeat the process until the desired time step is reached. Note that if the speed or Dt is zero,
then this algorithm reduces to feature-preserving surface mesh smoothing with integrated checking for mesh
folding. Therefore, if an additional smoothing step is needed, one can simply invoke this procedure with
Dt = 0.
5. Numerical results
In this section, we present some experimental results to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of FOM for both
advective and wavefrontal interface propagation. We focus on assessing the accuracy of FOM especially in
the presence of singularities, so our tests use meshes with ﬁxed connectivity and only redistribute vertices using
the build-in null-space smoothing. We ﬁrst evaluate FOM for advective motion using two ﬂow ﬁelds, which
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have been previously used to test other moving-interface methods [7,8]. These ﬂows are relatively easy if the
surface remains smooth but nontrivial for mesh smoothing in the presence of sharp features or large curvature.
We then consider propagation under wavefrontal motion, and demonstrate an application of FOM to the simulation of solid rocket motors.
5.1. Advective motion
5.1.1. Rotation of slotted sphere
Rotation has been widely used in the literature to test moving interface methods [7–9,14]. We adopt the
problem of rotating the Zalesak’s sphere [7], which is a unit sphere with a slot of 1/3 unit wide and 5/6 unit
high aligned along the YZ plane. This sphere is centered at (5/3, 0, 0) and then rotated counterclockwise
around the origin in the XY plane with velocity
uðx; y; zÞ ¼ y;

ð17Þ

vðx; y; zÞ ¼ x;
wðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0:

ð18Þ
ð19Þ

A time step of p/100 was used, so one revolution takes 200 time steps.
Fig. 6 shows the solutions using the coarsest mesh (with 157 vertices and 310 triangles, with average edge
length roughly equal to the width of the slot) at intervals of one-ﬁfth revolution. The meshes of the initial
(t = 0) and ﬁnal (t = 2p) conﬁgurations are drawn on top of each other. All the sharp features were preserved
accurately, and the sphere was returned back to its original position at t = T, although the vertices were redistributed slightly. The relative volume error was 0.0025% after the complete rotation for the coarsest mesh and
converged superlinearly as the mesh was reﬁned (reduced by a factor of 16 after reﬁning by a factor of 8),
because null-space smoothing introduces very small perturbation even for coarse meshes and at singularities.
In contrast, the ‘‘conservative’’ particle level set method in [7] lost 2.3% of volume when using one million grid
points for this problem.
5.1.2. Reversal vortex ﬂow
We now consider a more diﬃcult problem of a reversal vortex ﬂow. This ﬂow stretches a body to create
large curvatures without actually forming sharp singularities. This problem poses some similar challenges

Fig. 6. Six snapshots of rotating slotted sphere at intervals of one-ﬁfth revolution. Right-most sphere shows initial (dashed) and ﬁnal
(solid) meshes overlaid on top of each other.
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as complex advective ﬂows in real-world applications (such as turbulence), as the velocity ﬁeld is very strong
and nonuniform. The spatial velocity ﬁeld of the vortex is given by
uðx; y; zÞ ¼ sin2 ðpxÞðsinð2pzÞ  sinð2pyÞÞ;

ð20Þ

2

ð21Þ

2

ð22Þ

yðx; y; zÞ ¼ sin ðpyÞðsinð2pxÞ  sinð2pzÞÞ;
zðx; y; zÞ ¼ sin ðpzÞðsinð2pyÞ  sinð2pxÞÞ;

and we modularize time by multiplying the cosinusoidal function cos(pt/T) to make the ﬂow periodic. The
initial sphere has radius 0.15 centered at (0.5, 0.75, 0.5). In [8], the period was chosen to be 2 or 4 to demonstrate the adaptive capability of their method for handling strong distortions. As we used ﬁxed-connectivity
meshes, we chose the test with the shorter period (T = 2).
Two triangular meshes were used in our test: a coarse mesh with 5832 vertices and 11,660 triangles and a
ﬁne mesh with 23,238 vertices and 46,472 triangles. The time step was chosen to be 0.01, so the whole computation took 200 iterations. At each time step, we obtained the face oﬀsets by integrating the motion at vertices. On a Linux machine with a 3.2 GHz Pentium D processor, it took about 1.2 and 5 seconds per time step
for the coarse and ﬁne meshes, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the snapshots for the coarse mesh at times t = 0, 1,
and 2. The relative volume error was 7.2 · 104 for the coarse mesh and 8.9 · 105 for the ﬁne mesh. These
errors were comparable with the conservative surface-marker volume-of-ﬂuid method [8], which had a relative
volume error ranging between 5.2 · 105 and 4 · 103 using a 323 mesh with 7748 additional markers at maximum deformation. Note that if Laplacian smoothing were used, the volume loss would have been more than
65%. If we restrict smoothing within the tangent planes (instead of the null space), the volume error would
have been about 1% because the curvature is very large at maximum deformation.
5.2. Wavefrontal motion
Wavefrontal motion is more diﬃcult than advective motion because of the nonlinearity. Some methods
designed for advective processes, including the particle level set method [7] and surface-marker volume-of-ﬂuid
method [8] mentioned earlier do not support wavefrontal motion with a given normal speed.
5.2.1. Expanding cubes
In this test, we consider the problem of a cube expanding under unit speed. We study the convergence of
FOM under wavefrontal motion using a series of meshes with ﬁxed mesh connectivity. Fig. 8(a) shows the
result using the coarsest mesh, where the colors indicate the magnitudes of total displacements of the vertices.
As a reference, Fig. 8(b) shows the result using the advective variation. Under wavefrontal motion, the correct
surface areas for wavefrontal motion and advective motion diﬀer by 44.3% after unit time. Fig. 8(c) shows the
evolution of the surface area for diﬀerent meshes. The numerical solutions converged superlinearly to the exact
solution as the mesh was reﬁned. Note that if the cube were contracting, then the wavefrontal and advective
variations of FOM would both deliver accurate results and be subjected to only roundoﬀ error for this
geometry.

Fig. 7. Snapshots of 3-D reversal vortex test at times t = 0, T/2, and T.
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Fig. 8. Expanding cube under wavefrontal (a) and advective (b) expansion after unit time starting from unit cube. Image (c) shows
evolution of area in time.

5.2.2. Application to solid rocket motors
Wavefrontal motion is important in many physical processes, such as burning, deposition, etching, etc. In
this subsection, we present an application of FOM to the simulation of solid rocket motors. Our test performs
a nearly complete burn (95% burn) of an attitude control motor (ACM) rocket, courtesy of Aerojet Inc. Our
test assumed uniform speed, similar to commercial analysis tools for solid rocket motors, such as SPP’02 [26].
In reality, the regression rate of a solid rocket is fairly uniform except during initial ignition transients, so this
setting is fairly representative. Unlike the existing commercial tools, however, FOM supports nonuniform
speeds and has been applied to coupled simulations where the burning rate is determined by erosive burning
models coupled with Navier–Stokes solvers. These coupled simulations are beyond the scope of this paper.
Fig. 9(a) shows a schematic of the geometry of the ACM rocket. Figs. 9(b)–(e) show the geometry after 0%,
25%, 50%, and 95% burns, respectively. This geometry looks deceptively simple, but it poses some major challenges because the front and rear ends of the propellant burns along the case of the rocket at a rate of two to
three times the normal speed, and the singularities between the inner cylinder and the conical patches are composed of saddle points that expand and contract simultaneously along diﬀerent directions. We use three
meshes of diﬀerent resolutions. The coarsest mesh has 5903 vertices and 11,806 triangles, and the average edge
length is approximately one-twentieth of the circumference of the inner cylinder. Because the conical patches
are compressed signiﬁcantly during the simulation, we allowed the vertices on these conical patches to be
redistributed to the cylindrical patch by marking the vertices between the patches as smooth.

Fig. 9. Schematic of attitude control motor from Aerojet Inc., and geometry of gas chamber after 0%, 25%, 50%, and 95% burns. Darker
(red) patches indicate burning surface. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. Time history of burning area and propellant volume of attitude control motor under uniform speed.

In rocket simulations, the accuracy of the burning area and propellant volume plays a critical role in determining the lift of a rocket [27]. Fig. 10 shows a quantitative comparison of the total burning area and grain
volume over time compared to the exact solution based on the envelope-of-balls construction. The error for
the coarsest mesh was less than 1%, and exhibited superlinear convergence as the mesh was reﬁned. In comparison, a simple ad hoc approximation to this problem in [28], which restricted every point to move radially,
led to a relative error up to 8% in area and did not converge to the correct solution.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for interface propagation, called the face-oﬀsetting method
(FOM). This method is based on a generalized Huygens’ principle, which uniﬁes the views of advective and
wavefrontal interfaces. FOM introduces the entropy condition into Lagrangian surface propagation, and
delivers accurate solutions to both advective and wavefrontal motions, even in the presence of singularities
or using coarse meshes. In addition, the method contains a build-in smoothing technique to redistribute vertices and provides techniques to ensure the integrity of the surface mesh. Our experimental tests demonstrated
that the FOM is competitive with some of the most advanced methods while being simpler to implement.
FOM is not meant to replace these existing methods. However, it provides a useful solution to some problems
that are diﬃcult to address using traditional techniques, such as moving boundaries in complex simulations
using body-ﬁtted meshes.
Our method is extensible in a number of ways. Some directions include the integration of robust mesh
adaptation for more complex ﬂows, resolution of topological changes, and extension to ﬂows involving a combination of advective and wavefrontal motions. The implementation presented in this paper uses piecewise linear faces, but it may be adapted to support propagation using high-order elements (such as 6-node triangles)
to achieve higher-order accuracy, using the idea of tangent planes in the solution of wavefrontal propagation.
In addition, FOM is promising to be extended to support non-manifold surfaces, which occur in many applications such as multiphase ﬂows and the simulation of bubbles.
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